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Pivot Charts from Power Pivot even Without Pivot Tables 

 
Introduction 

 
In the past when we came to create pivot tables and pivot charts we went through the process of 

getting the data, creating a table, asking Excel to create the pivot table, setting up the table and then 

generating pivot charts. 
 

With Power Pivot we can now upload some data and whilst still in Power Pivot, ask Excel to create 
some pivot charts even before we have created a pivot table. This article explains how that is 

possible, 
 

For this exercise I have used the AdventureWorks Access Database and from there I have 

opened five tables in Power Pivot: 
 

• Calendar 
• Products 
• Customers 
• Territory … these are four lookup tables 
• Sales … this is the fact table 

 
I created the appropriate relationships between these tables so that there will be no problems when 

creating the pivot charts and pivot tables. 
 

My Power Pivot screen looks like this, with all five Access tables loaded: 
 

 
 
Establish Relationships 

 

The relationships I established between the tables are here: 
 

• Calendar …  Date   to Sales OrderDate 
• Customers …  CustomerKey  to Sales CustomerKey 
• Products …  ProductKey  to Sales ProductKey 
• Territory …  TerritoryKey  to Sales SalesTerritoryKey 

 

Notice that all of the relationships feed into the Sales table and notice that I called the Sales table 
the FACT table. What this means is that the sales data we are most interested in is in the Sales table: 

most importantly the sales amounts and so on. 
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Choose the Pivot Table/Chart Option 
 

Having set the relationships, we return to the Power Pivot area and begin our Pivot Chart work. To do 
this, click on the down arrow below the pivot table icon you see below and make your selection: 

 

 
 
That is, you can choose to create much more than just a Pivot Table. The full list is: 

 
• Pivot Table 
• Pivot Chart 
• Chart and Table (horizontal) 
• Chart and Table (vertical) 
• Two Charts (horizontal) 
• Two Charts (vertical) 
• Four Charts 
• Flattened Pivot Table 

 
Let’s take a look at just two of these: 

 
• Two Charts (horizontal) 
• Flattened Pivot Table 

 
Two Charts (horizontal) 

 
The screenshot below shows two Pivot Charts in the same worksheet but I have yet to create any 

Pivot Tables in that file. Power Pivot generates the blank charts and I merely decided what to put on 

them and did exactly that. I added titles and formatting and so on and here you are: 
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Flattened Pivot Table 

 

The first point is, of course, what is a Flattened Pivot Table? Here is a flattened Pivot Table! 
 

 
 
Can you see how flat it is? That is there are no indents, no nested columns and rows, this is just a 

very simple, flat, table! You can see my layout choices in the Pivot Table Fields area on the right of 

the screenshot above. 
 

Conclusions 
 

The purpose of this article was to alert you to the Pivot Table sub menu in Power Pivot that enables 
us to create an ordinary Pivot Table, an ordinary Pivot Chart as well as other combinations of these 

choices in a hitherto unavailable way. 

 
Do spend some time on this and you will find that you can easily improve on my efforts here I am 

sure 
 

Please note, I cannot share my Excel file with you since it has the Access database tables uploaded to 

it and you need the AdventureWorks database too, which you can easily find with a web search. 
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